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Dear buyer,
The collaboration between BIS Publishers and Laurence King
Publishing continues to be successful. We have therefore
decided to merge our catalogs into one this season. In this
way we can present all the titles we offer via one catalogue.
On this side you will find all new titles from BIS Publishers.
This season we have added some great new titles to our list.
We are proud to say that we have worked successfully with
many authors of this season in the past. In addition to our
recently released titles, you will find our revised backlist in
the center of this catalogue.
For more information or orders, please email
sales@bispublishers.com.
And don’t forget to follow us on our Instagram channels:
@bispublishers & @laurencekingpub_nl
Good luck with the sales!
All the best,
Bionda Dias
Publisher
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Powerful Women
Affirmation Deck

In 2019 a creative illustration challenge was
created by Studio Lisa called #powerfulwomenweek. From this challenge, 60 illustrations
have been selected to create this inspiring
affirmation deck of cards. Each illustration
is combined with an empowering quote and
they have been divided into four subjects: soul,
mind, ambition and body.
Anytime you need it, you can take a card from
the deck, and place it in the wooden card
holder, which is included, so you can look at
and be inspired by your selected card for as
long as you would like.
In addition to these cards, a booklet showcases the powerful female illustrators who have
been selected for this deck, explaining the
inspiring story behind their illustration and
chosen quote.

• Illustrations are created by female
illustrators from all over the world
• Created for the Instagram challenge
#powerfulwomenweek
• Including a booklet showcasing all
female illustrators

Lisa den Teuling is a visual concept developer. As
a self-taught artist, den Teuling mastered a variety
of different styles and techniques throughout the
years. This results in not only making her personal
artwork versatile and innovative but it also enables
her to work successfully for clients.
Pub Date: April 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 631 3
Cards in a Box + holder
60 Cards
18 x 14.5 cm
€18,00

related

Imagine Me
page 22
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Don’t Fck Up Your Baby

The Ultimate Guide to Raising Your Newborn Brand
Newborn brands are like babies, you can be
very proud of it and feel great love for it. They
can also take up all your time and give you
sleepless nights. This doesn’t matter, if they
grow up to be big (and strong), it was all worth
it. To prepare children for the big world, you
have to help them develop their personalities,
let them get the best out of their DNA.
The same goes for a newborn brand, successfully nurturing a project is an all-encompassing process. There’s a lot that comes with
raising your project to adulthood, as it were.
This practical handbook helps you to nurture
your project into adulthood in 18 steps.

• Authors frequently provided workshops
for communication and strategic design
students in Europe
• They have developed the course Building
Better Brands for 2nd year students of Fontys
University of Applied Sciences, Tilburg
• They have around + 3.000 followers on
LinkedIn and host the Youtube channel
FackTV with more than 100 video’s about
Frequently Asked Communications Kwestions
Joris van Dooren and Coen Luijten, both lecturers of creativity, advertising, and branding at
the Fontys University of Applied Sciences, have
established careers in advertising by innovating
the brand-building industry. They are experts in
unlocking creativity and helping people refine their
brand image into something wonderful.

Pub Date: March 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 642 9
Paperback with Flaps
176 Pages
21 x 14.5 cm
€19,99
PA R T A
CONGRATULATIONS!
YOU are going to build your own brand! Enjoy this

moment. As the writers of this book, we have no idea
what exactly your product or service is, but that doesn’t
matter at all. If you want to take the step to become a
successful entrepreneur and establish your own new
brand, we can help you. With the help of this book it will
be an interesting journey.
You may also be a little skeptical. You may be hesitant
because you have no idea what it takes to market your
brand. Another possibility is that you know someone
who has an idea for a product or service and who has
asked you if you want to help develop that idea further
into a new brand. In all those cases, we think congratulations are in order. But we also think that in all those
cases you could use some help.

We don’t know whether your startup idea is a good idea.
But if it’s a good idea, then we don’t want one thing: for
you to feel like you screwed up. You’ll never have that
feeling if you’re sure you’ve done everything you can.
That you took the right steps, but despite everything
you didn’t succeed. That can happen, anytime. But you
can be at peace with it. Growing a startup idea big is an
extensive process. We know the steps you need to take
to turn your startup idea into a strong new brand. We
are happy to share those steps with you. We love explaining these steps to you so you know what they’re for
and how to take them.
That’s why we wrote this book especially for you. For
you and for anyone who sooner or later has a startup
idea and wants to turn it into a new brand.

After all, how many startup ideas die prematurely,
whether or not in beauty? A lot. There are really a lot
of startups with products or services that never really
get off the ground. How did that happen? Did the initiators have bad ideas? Sometimes. But not always. There
are also many cases where the idea is good, the creator
puts a lot of time and energy into it, but in the end has
to throw in the towel. An experience richer, but also an
illusion poorer. How sad.

A

Bicycles come in many shapes and sizes. From superfast racing bikes with which you could ride the Tour de
France to full-suspension downhill mountain bikes with
which you can race down a ski slope full of boulders
in the summer. But of course most people aren’t thrill
seekers looking for a potentially deadly speed kick.
They simply want to get from A to B in a city or village.
Shopping, to work, the leisure club or to their studies.
For those people there is the city bike. And now let’s
take a look at that. To be specific: we include a model
from the trendy Dutch manufacturer Vanmoof. This is
it, the Vanmoof S3:

Let’s look at the functional layer first. That layer is
about the product itself. The bicycle is a product idea
from two centuries ago. The basic function has actually
not changed in all that time: transporting yourself and
maybe your backpack or your shopping bag from A to B.
Cheap and handy from home to work, the sports club or

school. The situation has, of course, evolved somewhat.
Over the past decades, we have come to appreciate the
sporty and environmentally friendly side of cycling
more and more.
With that, we already cautiously enter the emotional
layer. It is, as it were, clicked directly on the functional
one and makes it relevant. Whoever cycles has the feeling that he is doing a good job. You get fit and you save
the environment. Every reason to be quite satisfied with
yourself while pushing on the pedals. Generating this
good feeling is of course possible with all bicycles, the
question is what makes the Vanmoof S3 so special. How
did Vanmoof look at the emotions surrounding cycling
in such a way that it has arrived at an attractive and
distinctive positioning?
Well, there are also a lot of less positive emotions
attached to cycling. You will always just see that have
to deal with a strong headwind or that there is a huge
mountain on your route. You arrive at your destination
dripping with sweat. Nice if you went to the sports club
and can probably skip the warming up. On the other
hand, you feel quite embarrassed about your sweaty
armpits when you cycle to a college lecture or a business
meeting. Although there is little you can do about it, you
feel insecure and maybe even a little ashamed.
Still by car or public transport? No, of course not.
Bicycle manufacturers have found a solution: the
electric bicycle. Still a lot more environmentally
friendly than a car, especially if you use green energy.

B3
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Dragon Tactics

Crucial Chinese Management Lessons to Thrive Amid Uncertainty
Drawing on their 30 years of experience with
Chinese multinationals and companies, the
authors of Dragon Tactics cast a clear light on
corporate China and those who embody it. The
book includes concrete examples to analyse
management and strategic concepts that
challenge methods to which Western companies are accustomed. These are coined the
“Dragon Tactics”, a systematic implementation
of the principles: try, fail, try again and fail again
until you achieve a satisfactory result.

• Clear structure to understand and
remember essential characteristics of
Chinese management methodologies
• Written with close to thirty years of
experience and knowledge of Chinese
business at the highest level
• Both covering cultural historical context,
Artificial Intelligence, and some of China’s
latest developments

The book describes various aspects of China’s
history, the processes to find success in an
uncertain environment, and management
methods which equally borrow both from
Confucianism as well as new technologies.
It reveals many lessons to be learned by
Western leaders, not only how to succeed in
China, but more importantly, how to better
navigate an increasingly uncertain and volatile
world far beyond China’s borders.

Since 1992, Aldo Spaanjaars has been involved in
business in China. Today he works for Fosun International, China’s premier Private Equity company.
Sandrine Zerbib was the President of Adidas
Greater China in the ‘90s and currently runs the
business she founded in the e-commerce operation
industry, www.fulljet.com.cn.
Pub Date: March 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 638 2
Paperback with Flaps
240 Pages
23 x 15 cm
€24,00

PART 1
THE NEED
FOR
UNDERSTANDING
DRAGON TACTICS

6

7

1. WHY IN CHINA, DO SOME FAIL
AND OTHERS SUCCEED?

1.1 FAILURE TO ADAPT: THE BASIS FOR FAILURE

Carrefour was not the only enterprise admitting defeat in China in 2019. Arguably an even higher profile casualty was Amazon.
April 2019: Amazon announces it will stop operating its China domestic
marketplace

Amazon’s leadership role within the e-commerce industry is indisputable.
Without any doubt, its global success can be attributed to the vision of its
founder, its relentless drive as an innovator, and the speed in which the company has been evolving since its infancy. And yet while highly innovative and
successful in many parts of the world, Amazon was forced to admit they were
not good enough to achieve success in China. Twice! To the surprise of many,
in March 2015 Amazon announced the soft launch of a virtual storefront on
Alibaba Group’s Tmall.com online platform, its fiercest rival in the domestic
China market. 1
“Amazon.com vies with Tmall for China’s online consumers through its
own shopping website and has invested in warehouses and logistics to
deliver orders to mainland customers. By opening a flagship store on
Tmall, China’s largest B2C shopping site, Amazon seeks to develop new
sales channels, offering Tmall consumers a variety of premium imported
brands and a quality life backed by Amazon.”
“Through Tmall and sister C2C shopping website Taobao Marketplace,
Amazon is tapping into Alibaba’s e-commerce ecosystem, which has
some 334 million active buyers”, said Niu Yinghua, vice president of Amazon China, in a statement at the time.
Amazon opened a store within the infrastructure of their main competitor
in a bid to reach a larger audience and to boost sales! Many saw this unusual

8

9
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Creative Reboot
Catalysing Creative Intelligence

Creative Reboot is a practical guide for
change-makers and helps people with strong
analytical thinking to tap into their imagination. Whether you feel that your creativity is
suppressed or you can see the creative potential of others, the exercises follow a structured journey while allowing flexibility. They
support an open thinking space that is ripe for
professional innovation. The book is useful for
people developing professional capabilities as
creative collaborators. It situates creativity as
a catalyst of change within complex challenges, building a path to action.
Uniquely packaged as a creative reboot kit,
the exercises are cast across a wide range of
disciplines, while also exploring the why and
how. It offers insights from neuroscience,
design, art, history, psychology and philosophy that generate ‘aha’ moments.

• Builds on the multi award winning
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence, UTS
• Author is a part of an acclaimed
Industry partnership program with over
2000 partners
• Unique approach to creativity, design
and innovation

Barbara Doran specialises in identifying creative
opportunities that respond to complex challenges
and putting them in action. Her experience spans
working across the realms of collective well-being
including public health, urban and regional planning,
health psychology and the arts. She teaches the
multi-award winning Bachelor of Creative Intelligence at the University of Technology Sydney.
Pub Date: April 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 632 0
Book + 50 cards in case
144 Pages
21 x 14.8 cm
€32,00
Memory board
Take a walk, observing the environment
and collecting small objects along the way.
Arrange these objects in a way that encodes
the memory of the walk and can be added
to. Create explanations about your objects,
repeat them aloud each time you make
additions so they are aural. Keep adding
stories, objects and observations. Always
make connecting links back to the first.

Replicating Patterns
Go for a walk and look for the patterns below.
Capture your findings with a camera. Look for
spirals, branching patterns, circles in circles,
repeated lines, hexagons and other shapes.

Exquisite Corpse

Small talk
Often dismissed as shallow and inconsequential,
small talk is part of many meaningful exchanges
and social rituals. Small talk sets the vibe,
breaks the ice and creates a space for reading a
range of subtle cues linked to mood, intention
and personal or cultural predispositions.
Create a coding system that records types of
small talk in your world.
Things to look for:
• The number of conversations
• Themes of conversation - gossip; hobbies,
interests
• Moments of kindness
• Tone of conversation (excited, blunt,
instructive).
• Motivations for connection (in/formal)
snippets of overheard/ unseen conversation

Exquisite Corpse was originally a French
Surrealists parlour game. The results help find
non-linear connections and reveal diverse ways
of seeing that stir subconscious memories and
meaning making into action.
Try it yourself
Get a group of people
Take an A4 piece of paper and fold it in
sections that equal the number of participants.
Take turns sketching into a folded section.
After each turn, fold over so the last drawing
cannot be seen. Some connecting lines can run
into the next section.
Repeat until each section is filled.
Unfold and marvel at your exquisite corpse.

related

scaling
Dorst
Kaldor
Klippan
Watson
& Co.

Kees Dorst
Lucy Kaldor
Lucy Klippan
Rodger Watson
& contributing authors

Scale is a powerful way to stretch our imaginations, assumptions and find ourselves in an ever expanding, ever moving
cosmos of possibilities. As the industrial age has shown
us, being able to scale up has tapped into the dynamics of
creation, destruction and a deeper understanding of living
processes. Our experiments and manipulations of scale have
lent towards extractive growth but equally so a wider range
of lenses can help us make new links between living systems
and macro and micro interactions. This series of experiments can help reveal limitations, boundary shifts and
unseen patterns of connection.

Designing for
the Common
Good

5
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Think Like an Adman, Don’t Act Like One
Advertising is far more than a 30-second
commercial on TV. It’s everything you do to
lure people into different behaviours, into other
perspectives, or different opions. You’re advertising all day long. For yourself, your company
or brand. Your NGO, political party or school.
Your neighbourhood, city or country. In every
conceivable way. By telling stories or twisting
the facts. By making some things seem more
attractive and others uglier. By sketching out an
alternative. By stimulating people or discouraging them. And the nice thing about advertising
is that everyone does it. But only a few are any
good at it (just look around you). This book is
for anyone who wants to learn how to seduce.
A loved one, a colleague, a client or, indeed, a
large group of people. And, once you’ve read
this book, you won’t have to be an advertiser
to do it.

• The ‘Think Like A…’ series is sold over
100,000 copies
• Author is the founder of DAWN, a creative
consultancy in Amsterdam. DAWN is a
certified B Corporation
• Informative, accessible, sincere, and
humorous

David Snellenberg is a creative director and
copywriter. He is founder of DAWN, a BCorp
creative consultancy in Amsterdam.
Pub Date: May 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 635 1
Paperback with Flaps
160 Pages
18 x 14.5 cm
€14,99
#2

SEEK
OUT
A TRUISM
One that’s as true for LeBron James as it is
for Paralympian Piotr van Montagu.
“if you have a body, you’re an athlete.” It’s a quote from Bill Bowerman, one of the founders of Nike. It’s on this sentence that one of the
world’s most influential sports brands was built. That phrase steers
everything Nike does, says and makes. They don't just focus on elite
athletes, but on anyone looking to improve themselves physically. How
do they do it? Through a second insight: 'Before there's sport, there's
play.' To get large numbers of people into sport, you need to make it
playful. Children begin by playing. Then they start to move around. Then
comes sport. And only later does a competitive element come into play.
Armed with those two insights you also know what adverts you need to
make: focus on the unusual suspect. And make it playful. Finding a
truism is harder than you might think. But once you have it, you’ve
struck gold.

#3
#2

related

THE
TRICK
WITH
THE
SKEWER
When things don’t stack up it can be worse than awkward.
Like here at New York Fashion Week.
A good idea for your brand works like a skewer. It’s a clearly-formulated vision that holds together everything a company promises, says
and does. When Triodos Bank, one of the world’s most sustainable
banks, asked us to develop a campaign, we came up with a big brand
idea. Triodos was the first financial institution that didn’t just consider
numbers but also dreams. Didn’t only apply reason but also feelings.
Didn’t only look at the short but also the long term. We translated that
into: Follow your heart. Use your head. Triodos Bank. We believe in a
better world. And we’re bankers. Add that all together and you have
Triodos Bank. Those two sentences, they are the bank’s skewer.

Think Like a
Lawyer, page 24
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Design for Sustainability Survival Guide
Design for Sustainability Survival Guide
concerns all the details on applying sustainability requirements in design. It is a critical
and concise overview of the important facts
from all imaginable angles. The book is
written and illustrated to inform, support and
inspire future designers.

• A critical and concise guide for productand industrial designers, students, researchers
and consultants working on design matters
• Authors are acclaimed in their fields:
professor of Design for Sustainability the TU
Delft, an acclaimed design critic and prize
winning graphic designer

The guide covers everything in sustainability:
from personal reader experience to universal
guiding principles, from energy use and the
flow of materials to the role of time, consumption, use, circularity and reduction.

Conny Bakker is professor of Design Methodology
for Sustainability and Circular Economy at TU Delft,
faculty of Industrial Design Engineering.
Ed van Hinte is an author, design critic and
educator focusing on the consequences of mass
reduction. Yvo Zijlstra is a graphic-, editorial- and
digital media designer.

It includes tips, principles and guidelines to
nourish design projects from start to finish.
New approaches beyond the conventional
are introduced and current assumptions
on economics, technology and design are
pointed out throughout the book.

Pub Date: May 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 639 9
Paperback with Flaps
160 Pages
19 x 13.5 cm
€17,00
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1.2
READ AND BE
CRITICAL

E

CULTURE

SERVICES

DA

EC

TA

Text is everywhere, ready for absorption and critical
pondering. Be informed. Know what is going on in the
world, in science and in your profession. You read
books, articles, websites, blogs, social media. No
matter what you read, you need to have an awareness
of where it comes from.
Text is the product of transformations.
Scientists always assume things.

ON

OM

Y

Media prefer sauciness or potential threats over facts.
See how exclamation and question marks try to grab
your attention!?
When you look for information fold away the blanket of
the implausible.

MATERIALS

TY

PO

CI

LI

TI

AR

CS

SC

ENERGY

REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING: Buckminster Fuller: NINE
CHAINS TO THE MOON J. B. Lippincott Company, Doubleday &
Company, Inc., Garden City, New York. . CRITICAL PATH with Kiyoshi
Kuromiya, adjuvant. St. Martin’s Press, New York. Victor Papanek,
Design for the Real World, Human Ecology and Social Change

BEHAVIOUR
2

DESIGN FOR
SUSTAINABILITY
SURVIVAL
GUIDE

1.4
WATCH
AND LISTEN

related

You have a world of images at your fingertips.
Collect them from publications.
Round them up from social media.
Add your own.
They may concern functional principles, procedures of
making, and aesthetic expression.
Images, video clips and sounds help you find a balance
between what pleases you, what intrigues you and
what you really need in projects you are working on.
Dealing with choices is one of the most important
design skills. Dare to trust your intuition.
Reasoning can always help if you need to explain
things.

RESEARCH

CONCEPT

DESIGN

Uncertainty > patterns > insights > Clarity > Focus

6

Products That
Last
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Birth Like a Man

A Field Guide for Future Fathers
Birth Like a Man is a field guide for future
fathers or non-birthing partners. This pocketsized book is filled with tips, reminders
and summaries to help you support your
partner’s pregnancy process; from helping
with morning sickness, setting up a birth
plan, going out for the first time or changing
diapers. See this book as the cheat-sheet to
your parenting and partner exam, but unlike
any other school exam, the parenting-schoolyear hasn’t even begun.

• For Gen-Z and Millennial fathers
• As the former ECD of VIRTUE at VICE,
the author is an experienced keynote speaker
• A sequel to the previously published
Pregnancy Cookbook

This book is for everyone who thinks they
have a more active, supportive role to play in
the delivery of their child than those millennia
old stereotypical gender roles teach us. It is
a short, snappy and easily navigable guide
to make being a true parenting partner just a
little bit easier.

Pascal Rotteveel is an Amsterdam based, award
winning Creative Director and former Executive
Creative Director at VICE. Currently he works as a
Creative Director at design, innovation and experience agency Jam3. In preparation for his recent
fatherhood, he created this field guide.
Pub Date: May 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 641 2
Paperback with Flaps
112 Pages
17 x 12 cm
€17,00
1st weeks

EATING BACKWARDS
Nausea and morning sickness

WHAT YOU CAN DO
•

Invite her to eat lighter snacks more often throughout the
day, from the moment she wakes to when she goes to bed.

After seeing the plus on your pregnancy test there are a lot of

Bring her some fibre crackers, small vegetable snacks

positives to cheer for, but also some negatives. Morning sickness
or pregnancy nausea is one of these. Despite of all the brilliant

or yoghurt.
•

Log her nausea triggers on your frdige or phone notes, as to

proven what causes it, though it is strongly believed to be related

•

Get her some ginger pills.

to hormonal imbalance. Specifically the pregnancy hormone

•

Make her ginger tea.

HCG or Human chorionic Gonadotropin which is responsible for

•

people we have in the world, it still hasn’t been conclusively

remind yourself what not to make or bring her.

setting up the pregnancy for success. The actual HCG values you
can. From eating smaller bites more often throughout the day to

If you’re a culinary prodigy, bone marrow bouillon apparently
helps. Good for the mom to be as well as the baby. Unless

can’t influence, the nausea or morning sickness however, you

you’re a vegan ofcourse.
•

ginger pills there’s a lot to try out to help her make her pregnant

Sometimes the force of the hormones are just too strong, in
which case you should just make sure she drinks a lot of

life more bearable, and let’s be honest, your life as well.

water and make sure has a hair band. Nobody’s looking
forward to brushing vomit out of a new haircut.
•

Give her a glass of water to rinse her mouth afterwards, so the
acids won’t harm the enamel of her teeth. Mix a bit of baking
soda with water to neutralise the acids if you have the time.

•

Alternative medicines have often proven helpful; consider
booking an appointment at an accupuncturist, accupressurist
or book an aromatherapy session.

6
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related

ChANGE OF BIRThPLANS
Birth plan

This will be probably be one of the few life plans you make that will go
up in flames as soon as the first waves of contractions begin. Which
is ok. The primary purpose of a birth plan is to get a clear idea of what
you and your partner do and don’t want during labour. Some want
an all natural process on the riverbed of creek and others will want
to plan the moment the baby comes with an organised C-section.
Whatever your preferences, it needs a bit of preparation and that
is what a birth plan is for. It ensures you’ve thought about a lot of
different scenarios and outcomes and have an opinion or idea about
it when they arise. You might not have time to ponder a decision like
stripping the membranes or breaking her waters, so knowing how a
decision will affect the proces further down the line and having an

2nd trimester

ThE
BABy
iS iN
ThE
DETAiLS

Pregnancy
Cookbook

A collection of recipes
that will appeal or
appall, depending
on your trimester.

opinion about this helps. It will also help to get midwives, doula’s
or gyneacologist on board with your plan. It will enable you to take
decisions whenever your partner is unable to do so, without risking
resentment afterwards.
WHAT YOU CAN DO
•

Set up the outline of a birth plan

•

Look for birth plan templates

•

Key questions to remember:

•

How much to time do we have before

•

What are the risks of the intervention?

we have to make a decision?
•

What are the positive effects of the intervention?

•

What happens if we don’t do anything?
9

By Pascal Rotteveel

Pregnancy
Cookbook

8
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Design Thinking and Social Construction
A Practical Guide to Innovation in Research
The book introduces the Constructionist
Research Design Process as a framework for
research that is creative, transformative and
innovative. It can be used by any professional
and researcher who wants to develop creative
inquiry and to promote social change.
It integrates the theory of social construction
with the tools of design thinking, challenging
the concept of dualisms in research such as
quantitative/qualitative and subjective/objective. The focus is on the complex relational
achievement required to construct a worldview where different relational (research)
processes construct different realities (knowledge).
In this sense, all truths are contextual truths,
co-created in a specific time and useful to a
specific context.

• Offers practical and innovative tools and
methods, drawn from design approaches,
that put these ideas into action
• For social activists, social change agents,
organizational and community leaders and
academic professionals
• There is no previously published work
that connects design perspectives and
methodologies with the philosophy of Social
Construction in the context of research
Sheila McNamee, PhD is Professor Emerita of
Communication at the University of New Hampshire
(USA) and co-founder and VP of the Taos Institute.
Celiane Camargo-Borges, PhD is a lecturer, researcher and practitioner. She is faculty at Breda University
of Applied Sciences (The Netherlands) and visiting
professor at several universities around the world.
Pub Date: June 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 633 7
Paperback with Flaps
208 Pages
23 x 17 cm
€29,99

Design Thinking &

Social Construction
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CULTURE
SENSITIVE
DESIGN
A G U I D E T O C U LT U R E I N P R A C T I C E

A n n e m i e k va n B o e i j e n
Yv o Z i j l s t r a

9 789063 696337

Culture
Sensitive
Design, page 20
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Type Tricks: User Design
Your Personal Guide to User Design

Type Tricks: User Design is a dissemination of
the author’s research into typeface legibility.
What to consider when choosing fonts in
difficult reading situations including signage,
small point sizes, glance-like reading or
scanning? But also what to look out for when
designing for struggling readers, for example
people with low-vision, elderly, children and
people with dyslexia.

• This is the third title out of the bestselling
‘Type Tricks’ series: user manuals into
typography related matters

This kind of research is normally communicated in scientific papers, which takes a long
time to read and understand. In this book,
all findings are presented in an illustrative
and easily accessible way. The book has a
small amount of text and lots of illustrations
presenting more than 140 tips from evidencebased research.

Sofie Beier is a professor at the Royal Danish
Academy, where she is head of the research unit
Centre for Visibility Design. In addition to creating
the Type Tricks series, she published numerous
academic papers on typeface legibility. Her
research is focused on improving the reading
experience by achieving a better understanding
of how different typefaces and letter shapes can
influence the way we read.

• Author is professor at the Royal Danish
Academy and a well-known legibility
researcher within the design community
• Author is a regular speaker at typography
conferences

Pub Date: June 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 636 8
Paperback
160 Pages
16 x 12 cm
€15,99

related

Type Tricks
Layout Design,
page 24
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The Exceptionally Simple Theory of
Sketching - Extended Edition
Why Professional Sketches Look Beautiful?
People who cannot draw well usually think
that professional sketching is a complex and
difficult process. However, with this book
you will see that even the most complex
sketches are just a structure of very simple,
yet confidently drawn segments built on each
other. It shows which features make drawings
look professional and how you can implement
those in your own sketches.
The Exceptionally Simple Theory of Sketching
- Extended Edition provides you with a very
short course, which does not teach you all the
details and techniques of sketching, as they
are elaborately covered in our other sketching
books, but will teach you in a very simple way
how to make your sketches look beautiful.

• Extended edition with 18 extra pages
• Shows which features exactly make
drawings look professional and how you can
implement those in your own sketches

With a Master’s degree, Industrial and Product
Design from the Budapest University of technology and economics, George Hlavács is a lecturer
of cognitive ergonomics at University Rotterdam
and is Chief Research & Design at Delùsh Interior
Fragrances.
Pub Date: April 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 640 5
Paperback with Flaps
80 Pages
22 x 17 cm
€12,99

related
‘What you always wanted to know but was never explained in a simple and efficient way.’

Design sketching is embedded in a process
involving many colourful aspects. The field of
sketching is both lively and changing, and the
importance of drawing in relation to the design
process is considerable. Designers need to
express their thoughts and ideas in context-driven
drawings and sketches. That demands the skill
to draw efficiently and with an awareness of the
function served by the drawings and of their
legibility. We think these skills can be acquired.

Koos Eissen (Med) and Roselien Steur (MSc BA) both teach
drawing techniques. Eissen is an associate professor at Delft
University of Technology in the Netherlands, where he is responsible
for the freehand and digital drawing classes at the Faculty of
Industrial Design Engineering. He also lectures at the Royal
Academy of Arts in The Hague. Steur is an experienced lecturer at
both university and art academy level who now specialises in design
sketching workshops for professionals.

KOOS EISSEN & ROSELIEN STEUR

SKETCHING
THE BASICS

SKETCHING THE BASICS

This book can be regarded as the ‘prequel’ to our first book, which
was intended as a reference guide. This new book concerns the
study of form. Sketching: The Basics contains many step-by-step
guides to making drawings. It is about learning to draw efficiently by
employing different techniques, both manual and digital. Drawing an
object or idea is not a rigid process but a lively interactive process.
Revealing the steps in that process allows us to explain the
decisions taken and their impact on the final result. Every chapter
contains an exercise for the reader. After all, practice is probably
the best way to learn. Can you remember your struggle as a child
as you were learning how to write? Developing the skill to write by
hand was hard work, but you managed. The same will happen as
you learn to draw.
Just as in our previous book Sketching, we will illustrate particular
aspects of drawing in designer case studies. We have invited
contributions from leading international designers from different
cultures around the world. We feel it is important to show their
drawings in relation to the design process.
We believe in active observation and participation from the student.
During the drawing process there are many moments when choices
alter the outcome. Being aware of those moments and the variety
of choices and opportunities makes your attitude more flexible
and less rigid. Students learn to start sketching with an open mind
instead of a fixed idea. We believe that such an open attitude is key
to a good design process.

KOOS EISSEN & ROSELIEN STEUR

SKETCHING
THE BASICS

THE PREQUEL TO

SKETCHING
DRAWING TECHNIQUES
FOR PRODUCT
DESIGNERS

www.sketching.nl
www.SketchingForDesigners.com

Sketching the
Basics
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Design Journeys for Complex Systems
Practice Tools for Systemic Design

Design Journeys for Complex Systems is a
designer’s handbook to learn systemic design
tools to engage stakeholder groups in collaborative design to address complex societal
systems.

• Authors are very well known, Dr. Jones is
a founder of the Systemic Design Association
and RSD Symposium. Kristel van Ael founded
the Belgian design firm Namahn and created
the Systemic Design Toolkit.
• Can serve as a textbook in courses in
systemic design or creative systems thinking

Systemic design uses systems thinking and
service design to address large-scale societal contexts and complex socio-technical
systems. These are contexts characterized
by social and technological complexity, high
uncertainty, and often problematic outcomes.

• Only book for design practitioners on the
emerging practices in systemic design
Dr. Peter Jones is a professor teaching systemic
design at Canada’s art and design school, Toronto’s OCAD University, in the Strategic Foresight
& Innovation and Design for Health graduate
programs. Kristel Van Ael is managing partner
at Namahn, a human-centered design agency in
Brussels, and teacher in product-service-system
design and systemic design at Antwerp University.

Using a tour guide metaphor, the book trains
people’s mindsets and provides tools for
dealing with hyper complexity, to enable
understanding of systemic problems, and
to build capacity to collaborate in teams to
produce action proposals.

Pub Date: May 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 634 4
Paperback with Flaps
240 Pages
25 x 21 cm
€39,00

<<k

Design Journeys
through
Complex Systems

Design Journeys into Systems
Convening Cocreation

Framing Workshops
The first stage (and chapter) is Framing the
System, and the first workshops, with any
group will be framing activities. The sponsor
team is invited to join from the earliest start
of a project to the extent possible. Typically
a core group is convened to engage a range
of roles and expertise from the sponsor
organization(s), and this group may be
enlarged or changed in composition as the
stages proceed (from about 5, to 10 or more).
also train team members to build knowledge of the
methods as well as to share insights about the issues in
the social system of interest.
A primary aim for systems change projects is to ‘get
the whole system in the room,’ a metaphor that drives
an attempt to balance representation of the direct
stakeholders who live in and with the system itself. Over
the seven stages we seek to reach and engage insightful
representatives of system participants, people who are
affected by the issues - whether at cause, holding power,
at risk, or possibly solution innovators.

Framing as the first engagement

Practice Tools for Systemic Design

The goal of a Framing workshop is to create a shared
understanding of:
–
–
–
–

–

The scope of the system of interest
System boundaries and relevant intersections
between domains (Iterative Inquiry)
The actors involved (Actors Map)
A shared map of contexts (and influences) on the
system to reveal points of system change (Rich
Context)
Emerging and new practices that might have
potential for system change (Niche Characteristics)

The outputs include the content from the chosen tools
that enable the system project team to proceed to the
next step. Some of these are directly used in Stage 2,
such as the mapping of actors (and stakeholders) that we
will engage in Listening to the System. (A moment is often
added at the end of a workshop day to prepare research
questions, for Listening, Stage [2].
We show a typical framing workshop for an agency
project aiming to foster social integration. The framing
workshops were held in a series. As the client understood
the challenge well, and with 40 years of prior study, the
workshop started with an ideal future vision. Next, we
identified stakeholders across a wide range of social
systems. The second workshop then invited over 80
participants from this range. This session primarily
developed an understanding of the emerging niche
initiatives and their characteristics within the system
of social trends. This led to a definition of future
interventions.

8.x

8.x
8.x

related

Figure x It’s important to prepare a workshop well. We always
start with the end in mind. Consider the outputs your team
needs to harvest or is required as input for the next stage. Here
we show the sketching of the workshop flow.
Figure x Use a visual agenda, sketched on a poster or as the first
page structure in an online whiteboard for virtual workshop.
Figure x Several tools capture niche initiatives. Here a
large spray of notes is posted on a larger poster (6xA1) to
accommodate a larger group of participants. Here the ideal
future is depicted as the metaphor of a tree, with six main
leverage points defined.

33

32

Design Journeys into Systems
Introduction

Design Journeys
into Complex Systems
Systemic Design for Systems Change Designers

A tour guide for system navigators
Creative professionals are facing unprecedented complexity, increasingly affecting our impact
and influence as the 21st century unfolds. Of course, designers are theoretically supposed
to thrive in such chaotic times, to navigate creative solutions within the multiple intersecting
complex issues of economic change, institutional (dis)trust, technology advance and AI
integration, exponential information profusion, and social breakdown. That might be the story
we tell, yet since creative professionals collaborate with mixed teams on real projects, we
are all affected together. This apparent chaos that we might call supercomplexity imposes
directly consequential demands on decisionmakers and implementers. As they are clients and
fellow travellers, we might plan better preparations for the long journeys we face together into
complex systems and system change. The following is a tour guide for both expert explorers
and novice tourists into systemic design practices, from the testbeds of practice in numerous
travels in recent years.

Peter Jones & Kristel Van Ael
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The Power of Music Thinking
Listen, Tune, Play & Perform

The Power of Music Thinking gives you a
new model to see your business from different perspectives simultaneously and to get
inspired to work in meaningful collaborations
above silos. This is done by the analogy
between music and business in the broadest
sense. It helps you integrate agile methodologies, design thinking and service design with
branding and organisational change in an
unheard way.
Rethink your business, product, service or
organisation with the help of six interconnected
perspectives, four phases and many dynamics
that relate to the immense amount of musical
styles. The Power of Music Thinking gives
you a new approach and meta-language that
connects all patterns from different perspectives for a sound business.

• Relates to the previously published Music
Thinking Jam Cards
• Author has the Music Thinking Podcast
where he speaks with experts in their field
• Author is speaking and lecturing regularly
at conferences, business schools and
universities

Christof Zürn is a seasoned professional in
multiple roles like Creative Director, Management
Consultant, Design Thinking Coach, Service Designer, Facilitator, Podcast Host and Musician. He is a
trainer at Design Thinkers Academy and a member
of Medinge Group, an international non-profit Think
Tank for Brands with a Conscience.
Pub Date: April 2022
ISBN 978 90 6369 630 6
Paperback with Flaps
208 Pages
20.3 x 13.5 cm
€19,99

related

Music Thinking
Jam Cards
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recently published

Creative Block: Kids!!
ISBN 978 90 6369 624 5 |
Paperback | 128 pages |
19 x 17 cm | € 14,99

• Strong gift book potential; activity book for
children to keep them occupied as well as inspired
• Author is accomplished both in Fine Art and Graphic
Design, and currently a teacherAid to young creatives
• For children from 6 to 12 years
• The sequel to the successful ‘Creative Block’

Captains of Leadership
Build Your Facilitative Confidence

ISBN 978 90 6369 619 1 |
Paperback with Flaps | 208 pages |
21.5 x 14.5 cm | € 17,99

• On trend with the current focus on ecosystems
• The author will be very involved in the promotion and
has a background in marketing
• The book is referred to in multiple in-company and open
Design Thinking courses
• The book will be endorsed by a group of C-level
ambassadors
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recently published

Dilemmarama: The Ultimate Edition
The Game Is Simple, You Have To Choose!

ISBN 978 90 6369 625 2 |
65 cards in a box |
13.3 x 9.8 cm | € 15,00
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 626 9

• BONUS: The Ultimate Edition can be used as a stand-alone
deck but it can also be combined with Dilemmarama The
Game: The Original Edition, expanding the game to 120 cards
with over 7,000 new combinations.
• First edition sold over 25,000 copies
• 2 playing options

Infinite Double Diamond Cards
Design Thinking Tools to Shuffle and Re-Shuffle

ISBN 978 90 6369 618 4 |
boxed set | 80 cards |
12 x 12 cm | € 24,00

• Curated by practitioners with extensive experience in
innovation and design
• Interesting for multiple audiences: practitioners of business,
practitioners of design, workshop facilitators, students of
design, innovation and user experience.
• Very strong multiplication effect because use is often in
workshops: where people who use the cards will want
to have their own set.

15
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recently published

Innovation Accounting

A Practical Guide For Measuring Your Innovation Ecosystem’s Performance

ISBN 978 90 6369 620 7 |
Paperback with Flaps | 304 pages |
19 x 24 cm | € 35,00

• Toma was featured on the Thinkers50 2020 Radar list of
management thinkers to watch and he’s also a member of
World Economic Forum’s working group on accelerating
digital transformation.
• Unique content, no other book like this exist on the market.
The term is used in other materials (such as The Lean Startup),
but how to approach the topic and measure this innovation
doesn’t exist.

Online Innovation

Tools, Techniques, Methods and Rules to Innovate Online

ISBN 978 90 6369 621 4 |
Paperback with Flaps | 264 pages |
19 x 24 cm | € 35,00

• Working from home is an ongoing trend
(and necessity) so innovating online is ‘hot’ and here to stay.
• The first “How to innovate online” book.
• Author has written the innovation bestseller
‘The Innovation Expedition’, also published by BIS Publishers
• Author is LinkedIn influencer with 330k followers.

16
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recently published

Type Tricks: Layout Design
Your Personal Guide to Layout Design

ISBN 978 90 6369 622 1 |
Paperback | 208 pages |
16 x 12 cm | € 15,99

• Sequel to ‘Type Tricks: Your Personal Guide to Type
Design’, which is the first title of the series and received
good reviews on Amazon and has been translated into
three other languages
• Author is professor and a well-known legibility researcher
within the design community
• Author is a regular speaker at typography conferences

People Facts

An Extraordinary List of Strange and Wildly Witty Things About You

ISBN 978 90 6369 623 8 |
Hardback | 160 pages |
17 x 12 cm | € 14,99

• Cross-cultural corresponding to the zeitgeist
• Strong gift book potential
• Relate to people’s curiosity about themselves and is suitable
for a broad target group
• Stand-alone illustrations and cover
• Beautifully and uniquely illustrated

17
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recently published

Burp

The Other Wine Book

ISBN 978 90 6369 627 6 |
Hardback | 248 pages |
28.5 x 21 cm | € 35,00

• 40 stories about 40 different wines.
• Various famous and well-known winemakers and
producers included, such as, Château Mouton Rothschild,
Pol Roger, Marqués de Riscal, Angelo Gaja, Telmo Rodriguez
and Francis Ford Coppola.
• Perfect for wine lovers, people who like storytelling but also
for people interested in strong photography and design.
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SECTION

3rd

6th

printing

9HSTAQD*gjchfj+
75 Tools for Creative
Thinking
Author(s): Menno Huisman and
Wimer Hazenberg |
75 pages | 130 x 95 mm |
Boxed set | €24.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 275 9

printing

9HSTAQD*gjfjeb+

9HSTAQD*gjfjfi+

Beyond Design
Author(s): Renate Boere |
192 pages | 175 x 115 mm |
Paperback | €12.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 594 1

9HSTAQD*gjdeae+

Beyond Design: The Game
of Social Solutions

Blue Is the New Black
Author(s): Susie Breuer |
232 pages | 230 x 175 mm |
Paperback With Key Dates Calender
Insert | €32.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 340 4

Author(s): Renate Boere |
120 cards | 175 x 115 x 35 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 595 8

3rd

printing

9HSTAQD*gjgajc+

9HSTAQD*gjfjhc+

9HSTAQD*gjfgdh+

Brand Vision Cards

Creative Block

Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Ingvar
Jónsson |
250 cards | 125 x 125 x 70 mm |
Boxed set | €29.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 609 2

Author(s): Gemma Lawrence |
192 pages | 210 x 148 mm |
Paperback | €17.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 597 2

9HSTAQD*gjedii+

Creative Thinker’s
Connection Memory
Game

Creative Thinker’s
Exercise Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
112 pages | 240 x 190 mm |
Paperback | €16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 438 8

Author(s): Katrine Granholm and
Dorte Nielsen |
2 x 25 cards | 147 x 75 x 30 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 563 7

2nd
printing

9HSTAQD*gjgbcc+
Creative Thinker's
Rethink Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
112 pages | 230 x 165 mm |
Paperback | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 612 2
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9HSTAQD*gjfgbd+

9HSTAQD*gjfgca+

Creativity in Business

Culture Sensitive Design

Dare to Ask

Author(s): Igor Byttebier and Ramon
Vullings |
204 pages | 238 x 170 mm |
Paperback | €19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 380 0

Author(s): Annemiek van Boeijen
and Yvo Zijlstra |
160 pages | 230 x 190 mm |
Flexibind | €29.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 561 3

Author(s): Els Dragt and Jeroen
Timmer |
144 pages | 180 x 145 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €15.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 562 0
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9HSTAQD*gjfeai+

9HSTAQD*gjgada+

DEBORAH NAS

DESIGN
THINGS
THAT
T Ic�.

INNOVATOR'S

GUIDE

9HSTAQD*gjgbeg+

9HSTAQD*gjfifj+

Delft Design Guide Revised edition

Design Innovation and
Integration

Design Things That Make
Sense

Author(s): Annemiek van Boeijen,
Jelle Zijlstra and Jaap Daalhuizen |
224 pages | 255 x 200 mm |
Flexibind | €35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 540 8

Author(s): Karla Straker, Cara
Wrigley and Erez Nusem |
240 pages | 270 x 190 mm |
Paperback with Flaps | €35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 603 0

Author(s): Deborah Nas |
176 pages | 170 x 170 mm |
Paperback with Flaps | €17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 614 6

3rd

8th

printing

9HSTAQD*gjeceb+

printing

9HSTAQD*gjfdhi+

Dilemmarama The Game:
The Happy Edition

Dilemmarama The Game:
The Original Edition

Author(s): Dilemma op Dinsdag |
64 cards | 89 x 133 x 48 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 564 4
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 557 6

Author(s): Dilemma op Dinsdag |
64 cards | 98 x 133 x 40 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 424 1
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 446 3

printing

Author(s): Anne de Bruijn and
Donald Roos |
160 pages | 215 x 145 mm |
Paperback | €16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 537 8

Don’t Read This Book

Don’t/Do This - Game

Author(s): Donald Roos |
160 pages | 215 x 140 mm |
Paperback | €16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 423 4

Author(s): Donald Roos |
156 cards | 178 x 92 x 22 mm |
Box with sleeve | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 484 5

Don’t Eat The Yellow
Snow
Author(s): Marcus Kraft |
516 pages | 180 x 120 mm |
Hardcover | €17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 288 9

2nd

printing

9HSTAQD*gjeief+

9HSTAQD*gjciij+

Don't Buy This Book

3rd

6th

9HSTAQD*gjecde+

Author(s): Martin Tomitsch,
Madeleine Borthwick et al.
224 pages | 230 x 190 mm |
Paperback | €32.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 585 9
224 pages | 230 x 190 mm |
Paperback | €32.00 |

5th

printing

9HSTAQD*gjfgee+

Design. Think. Make.
Break. Repeat. - Revised
Edition

3rd

printing

printing

9HSTAQD*gjgagb+
Drag Queen Memory
Game
Author(s): Maaike Strengholt and
Dim Balsem |
60 cards | 130 x 100 x 30 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 606 1

9HSTAQD*gjfcei+
The Empathy Game
Author(s): Saskia H. Herrmann and
Jorik Elferink |
3 x 50 cards | 130 x 160 x 30 mm |
Boxed set + 2 dice | €19.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 524 8
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4th
printing

9HSTAQD*gjfeeg+

9HSTAQD*gjfedj+

FIZZ

Good Services

Author(s): Elise van Iterson and
Barbara Serulus |
144 pages | 215 x 155 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 544 6
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 553 8

Author(s): Lou Downe |
224 pages | 195 x 130 mm |
Paperback | €17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 543 9

9HSTAQD*gjgaif+

9HSTAQD*gjfiae+

Great Leaders Mix and
Match

Imagine Me
Author(s): Lisa den Teuling |
99 cards | 155 x 135 x 40 mm |
Boxed set | €18.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 580 4

Author(s): Ramon Vullings |
240 pages | 152 x 152 mm |
Paperback with Flaps | €17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 608 5

12th
printing

9HSTAQD*gjgbbf+

9HSTAQD*gjgaeh+

Influence
Author(s): Adam Stones |
224 pages | 210 x 145 mm |
Paperback | €19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 611 5

9HSTAQD*gjcfic+

9HSTAQD*gjfgfb+

Intercultural Design
Basics

Know Your Onions Graphic Design

Lay Your Cards on The
Table

Author(s): Susanne P. Radtke |
256 pages | 215 x 176 mm |
Paperback with Flaps | €35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 604 7

Author(s): Drew de Soto |
186 pages | 200 x 150 mm |
Paperback with elastic band |
€17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 258 2

Author(s): Een van de jongens |
3 x 20 cards | 125 x 95 x 19 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 565 1
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 574 3

2nd

5th

printing

printing

9HSTAQD*gjfadd+
Linjaa
Author(s): Renske Solkesz |
64 cards | 120 x 120 x 40 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 503 3
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9HSTAQD*gjfbdc+

9HSTAQD*gjejbd+

Little Creative Thinker’s
Connection Dominoes

Little Creative Thinker’s
Exercise Book

Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
28 cards | 110 x 110 x 55 mm |
Boxed with sleeve | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 513 2

Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
112 pages | 230 x 165 mm |
Paperback | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 491 3

9HSTAQD*gjcjge+
Mozaa
Author(s): Renske Solkesz |
64 cards | 120 x 120 x 40 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 296 4
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9HSTAQD*gjfejb+

9HSTAQD*gjgafe+

9HSTAQD*gjfaea+

9HSTAQD*gjdhje+

Museum Art Cards

My Icon Library

My Photography Toolbox

Not Invented Here

Author(s): Lise Lotte ten Voorde and
Naomi Boas |
52 pages | 125 x 85 mm |
Boxed set | €19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 549 1

Author(s): Willemien Brand |
224 pages | 168 x 120 mm |
Paperback otobind | €17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 605 4

Author(s): Rosa Pons-Cerdà and
Lenno Verhoog |
72 cards | 115 x 80 x 42 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 504 0

Author(s): Ramon Vullings and Marc
Heleven |
224 pages | 150 x 150 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 379 4

3rd

5th

printing

9HSTAQD*gjfhib+

9HSTAQD*gjgahi+

Offline Matters
Author(s): Jess Henderson |
160 pages | 180 x 145 mm |
Paperback with Flaps | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 578 1

Offline Matters Cards:
Truth or Dare?

Old Masters Memory
Game

Author(s): Jess Henderson |
108 cards | 68 x 93 x 48 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 607 8

Author(s): Mieke Gerritzen |
2 x 30 cards | 145 x 75 x 50 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 386 2

2nd

Pitching Ideas Paperback
Author(s): Jeroen van Geel |
128 pages | 210 x 145 mm |
Paperback | €16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 529 3

9HSTAQD*gjdiig+
Optical Illusions Game
Author(s): Paul Baars |
4 x 20 cards | 140 x 140 x 26 mm |
Boxed set | €15.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 388 6

3rd

7th

printing

printing

9HSTAQD*gjfcjd+

9HSTAQD*gjdigc+

printing

9HSTAQD*gjecch+

printing

9HSTAQD*gjfibb+

The Politics of Design

Rethinking Users

Author(s): Ruben Pater |
192 pages | 175 x 111 mm |
Paperback | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 422 7

Author(s): Michael Youngblood,
Benjamin J. Chesluk and Nadeem
Haidary |
112 pages | 210 x 148 mm |
| €29.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 581 1

9HSTAQD*gjfdcd+
The Secret of the Highly
Creative Thinker Paperback
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Sarah
Thurber |
192 pages | 234 x 155 mm |
Paperback | €19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 532 3
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3rd
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9HSTAQD*gjeifc+

9HSTAQD*gjdahh+

2nd

3rd

printing

printing

printing

9HSTAQD*gjegif+

9HSTAQD*gjdehd+

Think Like a Designer,
Don’t Act Like One

Think Like A Lawyer,
Don’t Act Like One

Think Like an Artist,
Don’t Act Like One

Think Like a Manager,
Don't Act Like One

Author(s): Jeroen van Erp |
160 pages | 180 x 145 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 485 2
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 494 4

Author(s): Aernoud Bourdrez |
160 pages | 180 x 145 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 307 7
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 308 4

Author(s): Koos de Wilt |
160 pages | 180 x 145 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €14.99
|ISBN 978 90 6369 468 5
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 476 0

Author(s): Harry Starren |
160 pages | 180 x 145 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 347 3
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This is a Good Guide - For
a Sustainable Lifestyle

This is Service Design
Thinking - Paperback

Author(s): Jan Karel Mak |
160 pages | 180 x 145 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 569 9

Author(s): Marieke Eyskoot |
288 pages | 230 x 170 mm |
Paperback | €22.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 588 0

Author(s): Marc Stickdorn and
Jakob Schneider |
376 pages | 230 x 175 mm |
Paperback | €32.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 279 7
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Visual Thinking

Visual Doing

Author(s): Willemien Brand |
144 pages | 250 x 210 mm |
Paperback with flaps | €20.99
|ISBN 978 90 6369 453 1
NL ISBN 978 90 6369 592 7

Author(s): Willemien Brand |
144 pages | 250 x 210 mm |
Paperback with Flaps | €20.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 499 9
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Type Tricks
Author(s): Sofie Beier |
208 pages | 160 x 120 mm |
Paperback | €15.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 458 6
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Think Like an Engineer,
Don't Act Like One
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Visual Thinking
Workbook

Visual Doing Workbook
Author(s): Willemien Brand |
32 pages | 297 x 210 mm |
Paperback | €9.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 500 2

Author(s): Willemien Brand |
32 pages | 290 x 210 mm |
Paperback | €9.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 511 8
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